The Research Sector (RS), one of the integral components of Office of the Vice President for Research (OVPR), is critically responsible for laying the fundamentals and foundation of faculty research development at Kuwait University. The office encourages creativity, renders support, and provides a congenial climate for the pursuit of projects through scientific innovation that transpire discovery and lead to distinction. These elements are central to RS mission of promoting R & D activity at KU, and spearheading faculties initiatives towards ventures of global dimensions, generating new knowledge of profound scientific, social and human value. Embedded within this brief is the broad vision of RS, critical elements of which are outlined here.

The Research Sector is pleased to announce the implementation of the Postdoctoral Fellowship program with immediate effect, opening the door for receiving nomination of newly graduated Ph.D. holders for employment on approved projects. The potential candidates for Postdoctoral Fellowship are to be nominated by faculty members, who are full Professors and Principal Investigators (PIs) of funded projects by RS. The starting date for receiving the applications is May 1st until October 15th of each year. The nomination procedures, submission of applications, eligibility criteria, conditions and employment requirements concerning the fellowship position are outlined in the attached Postdoctoral Fellowship brochure, 2011.
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RS announces the Implementation of Postdoctoral Fellowship Program with immediate effect

The Research Administration is pleased to announce the implementation of the Postdoctoral Fellowship program with immediate effect, opening the door for receiving nomination of newly graduated Ph.D. holders for employment on approved projects. The potential candidates for Postdoctoral Fellowship are to be nominated by faculty members, who are full Professors and Principal Investigators (PIs) of funded projects by RS. The starting date for receiving the applications is May 1st until October 15th of each year.

Faculty members may submit nominations or potential candidates for Fellowship from May 1st until October 15th. Faculty nominations are currently being invited for these positions. RS also took the preliminary step towards developing the concept for Kuwait University Research Park, in compliance to government approved strategy.
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The new scholastic year 2011/12, carries forward the institutional scientific momentum with greater commitments and opportunities, with the Research Administration bringing to faculties two new programs, Postdoctoral Fellowship and Research Chair, adding a significant international dimension to KU research. The programs open new employment channels in faculty research, with Postdoctoral Fellowship providing avenues for hiring newly graduated Ph.D. holders on research projects, and Research Chair opening the path for appointing international experts for high quality research. Faculty nominations are currently being invited for these positions. RS also took the preliminary step towards developing the concept for Kuwait University Research Park, in compliance to government approved strategy.

Faculty members may submit nominations or potential candidates for Fellowship from May 1st until October 15th.
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